A nice crowd of active buyers participated in our 12th Annual Bull Sale at the Sonstegard Sale facility in Montevideo, MN. Bulls sold into 7 states.

The high selling Yearling bull was Lot 5 3SCC Dictate C74, a son of 3SCC Dominor W338 out of a Beckton Julian GG B571 daughter that sold for $27,000 to Koester Red Angus of Steele, ND and Leland Red Angus of Sydney, MT.

Lot 2, 3SCC Sonsty Thunder C304, an Andras Thunder R196 son out of a KF Right Time 635 daughter, he sold for $22,500 to Jerry Fetters of Seymour, IA.

Lot 21, 3SCC Merlin C333, a son of Leland Merlin 713 out of a BHR Golden Boy 453B daughter, he sold for $16,000 to Lost River Livestock of Clearbrook, MN.

Lot 1, 3SCC Power Surge C115, a son of Bieber Hard Drive Y120 out of a 3SCC Zeus T70 daughter, he sold for $9,000 to Lone Oak Cattle of Mechanicsville, IA.

Lot 9, 3SCC Domino C75, a son of 3SCC Domain A163 out of a Fritz Justice 8013 daughter, he sold to Jerry Fetters of Seymour, IA for $9,000.

Lot 3 was a son of LJC Colt 823Z out of a Basin Hobo 0545 daughter that sold to Hanger Red Angus of Lake City, KS for $7,750.

2 Two Year Old bulls sold for $5,500, Lot 59 was 3SCC Stallion B146, a son of LJC Colt 823Z out of a 3SCC EXT Black Gammer daughter that sold to Brian and Wes Leapaldt of Woodworth, ND. Lot 62 3SCC Chivas B26, a son of Koester Chivas 005 out of a Red Crowfoot Ole’s Oscar daughter sold to Guy Dammann of Sanborn, MN.